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My name is Nancy Fabbro, 

I am a 60 year old widow who has lived and worked in BC my entire life.
 
I believe that the additional bombardment by EM radiation that the so-
called "Smart" meters bring into our homes is dangerous to health firstly, 
and in the not so long run, an invasion of privacy and a completely 
unnecessary mass, universal control of power supply. The analog 
meters like the one on my home at present (and for the past 30 years), 
has performed admirably, cost effectively, error free and without issue.  
There is and was no need to spend a billion dollars changing a system 
that is running perfectly and without billing and health issues as do the 
"Smart" meters.
The additional fees proposed for any citizen who retains their analog 
meter are OUTRAGEOUSLY HIGH and unnecessary.  Even now, Hydro 
often estimates meter readings, and the bill averages out, everyone gets 
paid and everyone is HAPPY. I will gladly phone in my meter reading, or 
email, thus allowing perhaps a twice a year reading by a Hydro 
employee (Hooray for employment in BC!).  I also am happy to go on a 
fixed monthly bill and get either a rebate or pay any extra owed at the 
end of each year.  The proposed fees of $35 per month are ridiculous.
I could go on and on, but the foregoing should be sufficient to tell you 
that "Smart" meters are not Smart, and BC Hydro (via you lovely people 
on the BCUC) must be told to go back to the drawing board, stop 
ramming dangerous technology down its' shareholders throats, and 
come up with valid alternatives for those of us who feel very fearful for 
the health of the entire population.
Thanks for reading,
Nancy Fabbro
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